Why have a DISC JOCKEY for your entertaiment needs? Because a DJ can provide your affair with the type of
music suited to your individual tastes...songs that you like to hear, and the original versions as well! Disc Jockeys are
flexible, as they are supplied with a wide variety of music to create and complement different moods and
atmospheres...plus they also provide personality in their performance. Unlike other forms of entertainment, there are
no breaks...you are constantly provided with music throughout your event (why pay for "dead air"?). Disc Jockeys get
the crowd involved and can adjust quickly to changes...something a radio or prerecorded tapes cannot do. Best of
all, Disc Jockey services are usually provided at lower costs than alternative forms of professional entertainment!
Since 1986, CAN YOU FEEL THE BEAT has had
nothing but satisfied customers. We have extensive
experience with all types of formats...we have
performed at just about every type of event
imaginable, and some you may not believe! CYFTB
boasts one of the largest collections of music of any
Disc Jockey service, thus even the obscure and
unusual requests may be possible...

Why
US?
Why Choose
choose US?

We have seen many other Disc Jockey services
(also worked for a couple), and can safely say that
our quality, flexibility and skills are among the best
available at any price. However, our rates are
among the most reasonable in the entire
Chicagoland area! Combine service that's second
to none with affordable costs, and you have us...a
Disc Jockey service that can't be beat!

How much is an average performance cost for CYFTB? This varies, because every event differs in time, length,
location and format. As with any service you are charged for the amount of time that we are actually there; since we
generally are flexible enough to recognize "dead time", you usually will incur little additional cost in these situations (a
good example would be cocktail/dinner hours at weddings). To give you an example of what we charge, use this as a
rule of thumb - - most events will last a minimum of three hours, which we will charge an average of $450.00. Usually
every extra half hour after that would average about $55.00...however, keep in mind that these are only averages...
depending on the location and format of your event, the prices could very well be lower than stated here. Please contact
us for a detailed list of prices and options; we are more than happy to work with you so that everything, including the
price, is feasible for everyone involved. >>>Standard full-length wedding rates average about $650.00.<<<

You name it, we got it! CYFTB knows music, and all
types. Whether your primary interest is oldies, dance
music, modern rock, country, classics or hard rock, we
cna provide your event with the proper music to please
everyone. We encourage people to give us requests
and do our best to play as many of them as possible.
We will take the time before the event to go over with
you any particular musical needs you may have.

What about music?

What else is provided other than music?
We normally bring standard "party" lights, but
are able to provide your event with additional
special effects, such as extended lighting and
fog...for a minimal fee. Contact us for ideas
and pricing on some of these effects.

Though we try to please everyone, it is next to
impossible to accomplish this all of the time. Therefore,
we aim to please the majority of people as much as
possible. This may negate some of the more "obscure"
or "harsh" requests, unless of course this is what you
want to hear. Remember that this is your event, and
we aim to please #1...YOU! We will play music suitable
for the occasion, and know that everyone will have fun.

How far will we travel? Just about
anywhere you'd like us to go! Just
keep in mind that it takes time to travel
throughout (or out of) the Chicagoland
area; this may be taken into account
when quoting you rates for service.

How soon should a date be reserved? It is never too early, in fact
the sooner the better! Dates tend to fill up fast, especially throughout
the summer and holiday months. After you have hired us, we will
send out a contract and a small deposit will be taken to confirm the
date. Don't fret...if your event is a "last-minute" decision, we would be
happy to provide our service (at no extra charge) if we are available.

Where can you contact CAN YOU FEEL THE BEAT? Give us a
call at (847) 277-1660 (voicemail 708-217-3982) and ask for Bryan
McGonigal. E-mail address is bryan@mcgonigal.org. You may also
contact Leon Rebodos, who may be reached at (847) 854-5050. If
you are interested but would like to see us perform, we will be happy
to provide you with some upcoming dates where we can be seen. If
you have any other questions that were not answered on this infopage, please let us know!

